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Policy statement 

The Audit Office of New South Wales (the Audit Office) must conduct its business and activities in a lawful 
and responsible way to protect its staff and reputation. It does this by:  

• promoting a strong compliance culture
• understanding and managing its compliance risks
• assigning responsibility for meeting specific compliance obligations
• requiring all staff to meet their compliance obligations within the scope of their roles, functions,

authority and span of control
• assessing and improving compliance performance.
This Policy outlines the approach to compliance and management of compliance risk through a set of 
guiding principles and the components of its risk-based compliance management system.  

Scope 

This Policy applies to: 

• all permanent and temporary staff and the contingent workforce employed by the Audit Office
(Staff) within the scope of their roles, functions, authority and span of control

• all functions and business activities
• all compliance obligations the Audit Office must comply with and chooses to comply with.

When referring to compliance obligations see the definition in section 7 below. This Policy should be 
read in conjunction with individual Audit Office policies covering specific areas or activities. 

Compliance Principles 

Staff will be guided by the following compliance principles when carrying out their daily responsibilities 
and activities within the scope of their role, function, authority and span of control:  

• committed – to acting in a lawful and responsible way and aligning to the highest standards of
compliance and to supporting staff to remain up to date with new or changes to relevant
compliance obligations

• ethical and accountable – the expectations of, and conduct and behaviours of Staff, will be in
accordance with the Audit Office’s Code of Conduct and values

• transparent and visible – compliance expectations will be clearly explained to staff and
effective monitoring, evaluation and learning will be embraced. This includes protecting and
valuing the reporting of concerns or suspected wrongdoing, that is not made maliciously or
vexatiously

• collaborative – compliance activities will be undertaken collaboratively within and across teams
but also with other stakeholders including other integrity or government agencies as relevant, to
achieve effective and efficient outcomes for the Audit Office

• proactive – ensure awareness of changes to or new compliance obligations as soon as they
happen or develop and take steps to ensure compliance within required timeframes – this
includes by attending relevant training or seeking information as required

• risk based – compliance activities will be given priority on those areas that pose the greatest
risk and corrective action taken proportionately to the level of non-compliance or risks to non-
compliance

• respectful and consistent – internal compliance reviews or investigations will be conducted in
a fair, respectful, efficient and consistent manner to ensure continual improvement.
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• proportional – corrective action (including any disciplinary action) will be proportionate to the
level of risk posed and the seriousness of the non-compliance and the culpability of the
person(s) involved.

Roles and responsibilities 

The Auditor-General, is ultimately responsible for the Audit Office’s compliance management system 
and for ensuring adequate resources are allocated to meet compliance obligations. 

The Office Executive is expected to promote a compliance culture. Activities include: 

• monitoring compliance risks and ensuring any significant non-compliance is being managed and
corrective action is taken

• monitoring the periodic review of key policies
• reviewing and approving key policies as detailed in the Policy Register.

The Audit and Risk Committee independently reviews the Audit Office’s compliance management 
system and management of compliance risks in accordance with TPP 20-08 Internal Audit and Risk 
Management Policy for the General Government Sector, by: 

• determining whether management has appropriately considered legal and compliance risks as
part of the Audit Office’s compliance risk assessment and management arrangements

• reviewing the effectiveness of t systems for monitoring the Audit Office’s compliance with
applicable laws and regulations, and associated government policies.

The Executive Director, Professional Services is responsible for: 

• supporting the maintenance and continuous improvement of the compliance management
system.

The Directors, Governance  oversee the compliance management system by: 

• coordinating annual compliance risk assessments and updating the Compliance Risk Register
for changes to or new legislative obligations

• reporting to the Office Executive and the Audit and Risk Committee on the effectiveness of the
compliance management system. This includes the results of compliance risk assessments, any
significant non-compliance, and any actions taken to minimise the risk of non-compliance to
acceptable levels

• planning and co-ordinating the internal audit program to test and support the continuous
improvement of the compliance management system and review of compliance in specific areas

• providing advice to senior managers and other staff on the compliance management system
• coordinating external legal advice and maintaining the Crown Solicitor’s Opinions (CSO)

register
• providing guidance on legislative compliance obligations when requested.

The Quality and Innovation Group (QIG) reviews changes to legislation and other pronouncements 
likely to impact Financial and Performance Audit and the Audit Office more broadly as a NSW public 
sector agency. Where implications are identified, responsible owners are informed so that relevant 
documents and processes can be updated when required. QIG also maintains a watching brief on 
selected legislation to notify Audit Office managers of any changes (when requested).  

Senior Management is responsible for compliance within their area of responsibility and are required 
to: 

• promote a compliance culture and set an example in meeting compliance obligations, by
providing staff support and training where necessary, providing clear directions and keeping
staff fully informed
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• identify, understand and respond to new compliance obligations
• monitor compliance with current compliance obligations
• ensure controls are designed, implemented and are in place to minimise the risk of non-

compliance
• investigate and respond to incidents of non-compliance and escalate any unresolved or

significant issues as needed
• report on the status of compliance for their area as part of the annual compliance review

conducted by Governance or other declarations made including but not limited to the annual
Code of Conduct sign off, Management Control Certification, etc.

People managers are responsible for ensuring compliance with obligations relevant to their teams 
and within their area of responsibility. 

All staff have a responsibility to be aware of and must comply with relevant compliance obligations 
within the scope of their role, function, authority and span of control. This includes being guided by the 
compliance principles outlined in section 3 and attending relevant training or seeking information as 
required. They are also responsible for reporting instances of non-compliance to their manager. 

The Audit Office compliance management system 

Components 

The Audit Office’s compliance management system promotes the importance of compliance to all 
staff. Key components include: 

• this Compliance Policy

• Compliance Risk Register - a register of key compliance obligations, responsibilities assigned
to each obligation, related internal policies, and the results of regular compliance risk
assessments, conducted in accordance with the Audit Office’s Risk Management Framework

• Policy Register - lists key Audit Office policies, policy owners, policy review dates, legal
obligations covered by a policy (linking back to the Compliance Risk register)

• annual verifications – completed by staff to confirm compliance with Audit Office policies
including through the annual compliance review conducted by Governance, Management
Control Certification, Code of Conduct, Conflict of Interest and other related sign-offs. Other
annual attestations including compliance with NSW Treasury Policy 20-08 Internal Audit and
Risk Management Policy for the General Government Sector and the NSW Cyber Security
Policy, as reported in our annual report.

• embedded compliance culture - that is supported by a set of compliance principles and
promoted by the Office Executive and led by management

• subscription services - to notify staff of changes to or new compliance obligations
• audit methodology (FAB/PAB) – that is aligned to and ensures compliance with professional

standards
• technical and legal support – provided by Professional Services Branch relating to

compliance with accounting, auditing and applicable legislative requirements
• Recommendations register - tracking the implementation of recommendations from internal

audit and other reviews of the Audit Office, to ensure compliance
• Delegations Manual – maintained by Finance to establish the levels of authority delegated by

the Auditor-General to duly appointed office holders and staff
• Delegation Instruments – maintained by QIG which delegate functions conferred or imposed

on the Auditor-General by various legislation
• assigned responsibilities – captured in position descriptions, individual performance

agreements and in individual Audit Office policies
• annual training and awareness program – as captured in the Learning and Development

program (including induction and ongoing training, audit methodology and professional updates,
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and targeted training to ensure staff meet obligations within the scope of their roles) or through 
communication or notification to staff of changes to or new obligations and on the job training. 

Risk management: Implementing the Audit Office Compliance 
Management System 

As an oversight agency, the Audit Office needs to ensure it maintains its reputation in order to be 
trustworthy and credible. One way of doing this is to conduct its business and activities in a lawful and 
responsible way and meeting expected standards. 

The Audit Office applies a risk-based approach to implementing its compliance management system 
by conducting compliance risk assessments annually, or more frequently if required. The risk of non-
compliance will be monitored, and effective internal controls put in place to reduce compliance risk to 
an acceptable level. This is done in line with the Audit Office’s Risk Management Policy. 

 Monitoring and evaluating compliance obligations 

Monitoring, identifying and evaluating changes to or new compliance obligations are done by: 

• notifications from subscription services and watching brief of legislation websites, professional
bodies and central agency websites which are then forwarded onto relevant staff for actioning

• regular environmental scans, issues reported in the public and private sector or media and
discussions at networking or training events

• annual update of the compliance register and policy register, or more frequently if required. This
update requires compliance owners to provide input and to check their compliance obligations

• tracking the implementation of recommendations from internal and external audit and other
independent reviews of the Audit Office

• conducting internal audits of the compliance management system and compliance to specific
legislation and Audit Office policies

• conducting internal assessments or reviews by:
- Quality Audit Review Committee (QARC) of compliance with professional standards and

the Audit Office’s system of quality control
- management reviewing and monitoring compliance activities designed to meet

compliance obligations within their area of responsibility
- Technical Issues Committee to enhance audit quality and ensure a consistent and

appropriate approach to the treatment of complex technical accounting and auditing
matters.

 Continual improvement and escalation of issues 

Continual improvement to the compliance management system is achieved by: 

• staff reporting to management instances where they consider obligations are not being
complied with – see also section 4

• investigating any incidents of non-compliance or unacceptable compliance risk and taking
corrective action including communicating any lessons learned and updates to compliance
systems

• escalating any unresolved issues or reporting significant incidence of non-compliance to the
Office Executive and Audit and Risk Committee as required

• leveraging the ARC members’ experience and feedback about the effectiveness of the Audit
Office’s compliance systems and whether the Audit Office has appropriately considered legal
and compliance risks

• assessing feedback from auditees, staff and regulators
• considering compliance issues raised in any Public Interest Disclosures about the Audit Office.
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Legislative context 

This Policy has been developed in line with the international standard AS/ISO 19600:2015 
Compliance Management Systems – Guidelines (AS/ISO 19600:2015).  

Other relevant documents include: 

• Treasury Policy and Guideline Paper Internal Audit and Risk Management Policy for the
General Government Sector (TPP 20-08)

• Treasury Guide for Audit & Risk Committees: Compliance Management (June 2017)
• AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 Risk management – Principles and guidelines
• NSW Treasury Risk Management Toolkit for NSW Public Sector Agencies (TPP 12-03)
• Governance Lighthouse
• Audit Office’s Code of Conduct
• APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
• Audit Office’s Risk Management Framework

Definitions 

In the context of this policy and in line with AS/ISO 19600:2015: 

Compliance refers to adhering to the requirements of laws, regulations, central agency directions, 
industry and organisational standards and codes, principles of good governance, requirements for 
certain certifications, accepted community and ethical standards and Audit Office policies and 
frameworks. 

Compliance obligations refers to both: 

• rules that the Audit Office has to comply with (such as relevant legislation, regulations,
government policies, contracts, professional standards, etc)

• rules the Audit Office chooses to comply with (such as internal policies, codes of conduct, better
practice, etc)

Compliance culture refers to the values, ethics and beliefs that exist throughout the Audit Office and 
interact with the Audit Office’s structures and control systems to produce behavioural norms that are 
conducive to compliance outcomes. 

Compliance management system refers to interrelated elements including the Audit Office’s 
structure, roles and responsibilities, planning and operations, etc. and a series of activities that when 
combined are intended to achieve compliance. 

Compliance Risk is the effect of uncertainty on compliance objectives. It is characterised by the 
likelihood of occurrence and the consequence of non-compliance. 

Compliance Risk Register is a list of the Audit Office’s key compliance obligations. Each obligation is 
risk assessed and is assigned a responsible manager to ensure compliance with the obligation. 

Risk Management process is the systematic application of management policies, procedures and 
practices to the tasks of communication, consultation, establishing the context, and identifying, 
analysing, evaluating, treating and monitoring and reviewing risk.   

Staff refers to a person working on the Audit Office’s behalf including part-time staff, full-time staff, 
contractors and temporary staff. 

Senior managers include the Office Executive and members of the Leadership Team. 

Contact point 

https://www.audit.nsw.gov.au/about-us/governance-framework/governance-lighthouse
http://alfie/corporate-services/human-resources/employee-conduct-and-obligations/code-of-conduct/Code-of-Conduct
http://alfie/Governance/Risk-Management
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If Staff have any questions on this Policy, they should contact the Director, Governance. 

Review 

It is intended that this policy will be reviewed every two years or earlier if significant new information, 
legislative or organisational change warrants an update to this policy.
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